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The maps at the begirmin he rows are decreasing order 
of restrictiveness. In other words, 
for these 
d Drff (r:sp. regular) ept for these two special 
teases, each of tbe above implications can be checked by routine verifica- 
,5on; the two special cases follow from the characterizations. 
The implications between the columns are indicated, with 
<tions given below, by the following diagk%m: 
In fact, in each of the rows 1-6, the above diagram i. dicates a valid im- 
@cation between entries in the various columns, and these implications 
are valid without any separation hypotheses except that B =+ E and 
j.n rows 1 and 2 seem to-require the Hausdorff iom. Except for these 
tion of the abo ations is a routine exer- 
E in row 1 for s was first esta- 
ces and bi-k-spaces (or even further generalizations) may respectively be 
substituted for these older classes in the hypotheses of many known. 
theorems; some ex ples of this can be found in Sectron 9. 
En each of the r 2-6, routine verification shows th<at t 
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Solution to Proulem 1 
Solution to Problem 1 
Example 10.1 
ch were listed as unsolve 
re there any sp: onding to lines 13, 14 an 
rhangel’skil has constructed I’ space (collection 
mal, sequentially compact and of cardi ality s 1) which is countably bi- 
suming that PI > PO, J Isbell has constructed a c 
ed point which is count%b; 
(and henc: not even b&quasi-k). 
tinuum hypothesis, such an example has also been fo 
Is the product of two - or even countably 4y - COLl~it~P 
bly b&sequential spaces always countably b&sequential? hat about 
countably b&k-spaces? 
wn that, if 2H1> 2 KC, then there cxises 
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5. Suppose f :X uotient map, with Y compl;ct 
dorff and with each f-l (y) jfinite (or merely 
is paracompact r;or merely meta-Lindelijf) 
ereditarily quotient or even bi-quotient‘? 
[The answer is negative without one of the hypot 
10.13 or f27, Example 8.5]), or on Y ([27, Exampl 
Example 7.11 is a com,pact 
not hereditarily quotient - image of 
Lemma 9.6 and Example 1 
.C. Olson has shown if f:X + Y is a quotient s-map, 
usdorff and countably b&quasi-k, then either of the f:Dllowing 
conditions implies that f is biquo tient : (i) X is paracomFact, and every 
~‘~1 fy) is Lindelof. (ii) X is rneta-Lindelof (i.e., e\-ery open cover of 
a point-countable open refinement), and every f‘” 1 Cy) is separable. 
generally, it suffices if every open cover U of X has an open refiilement 
V such that each f-1 iy j intersects only countably many V E V .:r 
(b). R.C. Olson hiis constructed a quotien :X -+, Y which is not 
hereditarily quotien. f su& that X is first-cou , locally compact Haus- 
dsrff, Y is compact ausdorff, and every f-1 
“ro . It follows from Section 5E that, if a Hausdorff space X is 
singly bi-k, then every G,-subset of X is a k-space. Is the converse true? 
Assuming 2H 13 2 
L~indeliif’space 
140, R.C. Olson has shown that t lere is a regular 
for which the answer is no. 
he rest of this paper is alrang:“d as follows: Section 1 contains de% 
nhions and results related to filtqzr bases which are fundamental flor later 
sections. ows 2-6 of Table 1 ail2 covere in Sections 2-6, 0zspectively. 
Each of these sections is subidivijed as follows (we use Section 3 :for illu- 
The concepts and I-esults in this section will be used, without reference, 
throughout the rest of the paper. 
ecall that a Jilter base F is a on-empty collection of non-el-npty sets 
such that F,, f implies that F3 c F, n F, for some F?E L In a topolo- 
gical space Y, a ter base F accumulates at a point y if y E F for e~ry 
FE ?, and f converges to y if every borhood of y in Y contGns some 
e say that two filter bases F G mesh if every F E f intersecl(s 
An uh-ufilter is a maximal filter base. Every filter base accumulatirig 
at a point y is contained in an ultrafilter converging to y. If f is an ultra- 
, then a filter base G mes s with f if and ‘only Gc F. 
t us say that a filter base COY; verges to CE set A 
contains some olloljving [ 23 
F is an outer network (resp. exact outer ,:etwork) at .4 in Y if F eonver- 
f I A (resp< 
at a set cl is a 
e (.&j in Yis a k-seqtience ( 
act fjesp. csuntab 
spplying Lemma 1 .il to this definition, we obtain: 8. 
de cressing seq nce u.A,) is a k-sequence (resp. q-se- 
and only if the set K =: :=I A. is compact (resp. Tountably 
compact) and the sequence C4.) converges to K. 
e leave the verification of the follow +rg result tc the readtx. 
very continuous image and every perfect pre-image of 
e is a k-sequence. Every continuous image and every quasi- 
rfect pre-image of a q-sequence Is a q-sequence. 
he f~~l~~wing lem is easily verified. The second part Abl be useful 
efinitions later in thij paper. 
f (A.,) an )?) are uences (resp. 
is section with a chi~~a~t~~,~zati~~ 
sequel, may he1 
and k-sequencts. 
ces 
and only if it has a normal sequence (1!,3 of’ sp 
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. Open imdzges of mefriziuSlefi 
racterization was obtained b 
(a). Y is yin open image of a metrizable, locally compact space. 
(b). Y is locally compact and locally met:rizable. 
. Open imcages of paracompact, locally compacr spaces. The following 
result was obtained by orita [ 30, Theorern 21: 
. d (Morita [ 303 ). Every open image of a locally compact 
space is locally compact. Every locally compact !H.~usdorff space is an 
open image of a paracompact, locally compact Ha xdorff space. 
. Open images ofsepa2dde metrizable spartes. These clearly have a 
countable base. Conversely, Ponomarev [ 3’71 prov:d that evecf To-space 
with 8 countable base is a continuous, open image of a separ&Ie metriz- 
able space. 
@en images of metrizable spaces. By [ 28, Theorem 4.3]+ these are 
tre'cisel y the first-cou able spaces. (For TO-stpace:, this was proved by 
)onom arev [ 3 7 ] and 
. Open images 0fpu2compact 
E. 1. A space Y is of pointwise un td ble ty 3e if eat: 
-sequence of open neighborhoods in (equivalently, if ea 
is cont;lined in a compact set of countable charactx in Y). 
ese spaces were iM 
alln. Let C=Kn 
and y E C c A. Also every open U 3 K contains some S,, and 
S n+l n KC St3 n K for all n, so [28, Lemma Xl(c)_F implies that (St.> is 
an outer b.qse at C in Y. Thus (S, n > is a k-sequence of open neigHbar- 
hocds of C’ in A, and this completes 
Remark. The above proof of the fast assertion in Proposition 2. 
erally, every subspxe X of b sdorff space Y 
type, which is a union of C, sets of Y, is its 
ty?e. Conversely, it can be s n that, if X 
pointwise countable type, an 
space Y, then X is a union of compact 43, subsets of Y. (In cas’: Y is 3 
compactifica of X, both of these assertions are due to ~rl~;~~ge~~ski~ 
[ 3, Chapter I 
is clearly a strict q-space and that, as observed in Proposition 2.F.3, strict 
q-spaxes are preserved by quasi-perfect pre-images and open images. To 
prove the second, we apply [28, Theorem 2.61, w1 th S the collection of 
all open subsets of Y and K the collection of all ccuntably compact sub- 
r&s; since ‘Y is regular, the hypothesis of that theorem is satisfied by [28, 
Proposition 3.2(c)]. 
.3. Strict ~pspaces are preserved by closed subseis, open 
quasi-perfect pre-images. If regular, they are also preserved 
11 assertions except thu last one are routinely verified. The last 
one can be proved similarly to the last asserti of Proposition 2.E.3, o 
a somewhat simpler proof can be given using position 1.6. 
s were introduced by hjek in [ 181, .tnd inde 
the author in [27] : 
iUXU afesatyin Y,i 
nd countable:) spatce is 
he fok wing properties 0:‘ a ausdorff space Y are equi- 
valent: 
(a). Y is a bi izabk 9 Iiocally compac~t space 
(b). Y is locally compact and locally metriz;ible. 
t us show that every y Y has a compac 
1 open subsets o 
has a finite sub 
. . . U,)). Let K = FI U . . . 
ind that comple 
ince open maps ws fz-sm (b) -+ 
ithaut LOSS of genedity y \;Yie IMY suppose thrit, i ‘1 the abc ve defini- 
y E .A, for all ipz, It is c;:asily verified that Y ir bi 
if every ultrafilter F converging to a point y E 
vergin.g . to y. 
topologi5:al space Y is b&sequential if and only if it is 
e of a metrizable space. 
. Since a met&able space is clearly b&sequential, s3 is any bi-quo? 
tient image, since, as is easily verified, bi-sequenti al spaces are preserved 
by b&quotient images (see 
Suppose that Y is b&se the co!lection of all sub- 
sets of Y. Applying [ 28, Theorem 4.41, we Dbtain a metrizable space 
and a continuous f:X + Y lvith the following property: If Cs,) is a de- 
creasing network at y in Y, then there exists an x E X and a decreasing 
base (R,) at x in X, such that f’(x) = 5’ and f(BJ =: Sn for all n E N. Let 
us show that thisf smust be b&quotient. 
Suppose F is a filter base accumulating at y in Y. Let Cs,) be a decreas- 
ing sequence which meshes with F and converges to y in Y. We may sup- 
pose that y E 5‘n for all n, so that (S,) is a decreasing .&work at y in Y. 
n) at x in X such that f(x) = y and f&J = S, for 
ects every element off - 1( F), so f -1 (F’) accumu- 
1s completes the proof. 
ia! spaces are preserve 
ble Cartesian prodL.cts. 
ties follocv by routine verification. The third 
2, the fact that metri; able spaces are preserved 
by countable products ~~16’ the fact that any proc uct of b&quotient maps 
is uotient [ 27, he0rem 1.2]. ( here is also 2 direct proof, using the 
ion of bi-sequential spaces in ter s of ultrafilters.) 
there exists a decseat+ 
nverges to a 
a neigborhood of 3’ in > ‘} ,, 
Then F’ is also a fJlter base accumulating at y in Y, an ence (by (c)) it 
meshe ith a decreasing seq ice (C,) which converges to a con;]. 
subset of Y. Let B, = C, u . Then (B,) is a decreasing 3 
which is ian outer network at K, so (B,) a k-sequence anti 
(B, LI (y)) by Lemma 1.5. Letting A, = n U (y), it is casil! 
(A,) satisfies all the requirements of (a). 
by the collection of al 
at Q[ ch that &+ tar) = A: an 
XE iUld f(X) z y becaus 
f-1 (F)I accumulates at x. 
his follows from the fact that metric spaces are d&l~ 
the fact (see roposition 3x. aces are pre- 
Fxzved by perfect pre-images and b&quotient i
proof. 
A .more direct proof of (a) -+ (b) in Theorem 3 ,E.3, not using [ 28, 
gxxern 2.61, @an be given by slightly modifying the proof of Nagata 
f33, Theorem 3‘1. 
i-k-spaces are preserved by closed subse 
images, perfect pre-im;,iges and countable products. Hausdorff bi-k-spaces 
by G, subsets. 
osition 3.D.3, the a’irst hree assertions are routinely 
fourth collows irom the fac:t that metric spaces are 
preserved by countable products and that ‘both perfect maps and bi-quo- 
tierat maps are preserved by arbitrary prod*uct:s. 
SuTtpose, finally, tha:t S is a G, subset oi? a 1 usdorff b&k-space Y. 
Theorem 3.E.3, th exists a biguotie X + Y, with X a Haus- 
dorff paracompac s:pace. Since en of pointwise countable type, 
he Gs subset f 1 (S) ofX by csil.ion 2X.3, so f-1 (S) is a bi-k- 
and hence so is its b&quotient image: S. 
IF. Bi-quotient images of M-spaces 
space Y is a bi-quashbspace if, whenever F is a filter 
here exists a q-se 
. 
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s true if “bi-k-s 
uence” by “q-sequence”, 
is a bi -quasi-k- space if an 
ofeover, t$?e space X 
of this theorem was pr 
ved by an almost verbatim rep 
nstead of Lerilma 3.E.2. 
constructs X as a subset of YX for a metric space 
The following result is analogous to oposition 3 .e, ~ 
proof, except thd nothing positive CS. tf said about lpr 
ample 10.7). 
i-quasi-k-spases are preservd by do: 
quasi-perfect re-image 3. If regular, 
efinition 3.1 9 we have the f~~~Q~~v~ng conce 
by Siwiec and by Siwiec in 
Amapf:X-+ is bi-quc ti 
) is an increasing cou table cover off-l 
nt f(&) for some n. 
if af’l Q) is elijf for every y 42 
f is bi-quotie n general,, however, 
that a countably biquotient 
domain and range are metrizable. 
Unlike biquotient maps, the prolducl: of two countably biquotient 
maps need not be countably biquoitient (or even qu 
of them is an identity map (see Sliwiec I.41 , p;xagra 
3.5 ] ). We can, however, prove the following result: 
.3. kff:X + Y is countabl!,r bi-quotient; and if 2 is bi-se- 
then f X iz is countably biquotient. 
t (..Q be a decrea*sing sequence accumulating at (v, z) in Y X 2. 
filter ba.se in YXL? whkh contains (Bn) and converges to (y,z). 
en n2 (F) converges to 2 in Z: so there exists 8 decreasing sequence 
(Sk,) in 2 which mc,hes with 7r2 (F) and converges to 2, Let A, = 
B, r! nil (S,). Then A, c B,, (An) accumulates at (y,z) and, if U is a 
neighborhood of ;v in 2, then nil (u) > A, for some n. 
Now (VQ (A,)) accun ulates at y in Y, so 6”1 rI (An)) accumulates at 
sf3rne x E f _ a 9). Letting Er = fX iz 9 it is now ea:;y to verify that (K1 (A,)) 
-_ and hence surely (h-1 (R,)) - accumulates at (x,2) in XXZ. Since (.x,2) 
E h-1 (j,z), that completes the proof. 
is possible to derive va ous refinements and consequences from 
osition 4.3. For instance, iz can be replsced by any biquotient map 
luvith bi-sequential range, 
i: easy to ckeck th.at (f”C 
n contrast to xampre 10.9 shows that there exists 
ent for r:very metric space Z, I.3~4: f is 
ereditarily g 
a CountabEy bi-quotient i ages of mtWizabEe localZy compac! spaces* 
raco,Ynptict, hxlly c0mpct qpaces. 
nd studied by Siwiec [41] : 
space Y is a strongly k’-space if, w 
n) accumulates at y in Y, then there exists 
g result is essentially due to Siwiec [ 
2 (Siwiec [41] ). Every countably biqustient image of a 
ct space is a strongly k’-space. Ckmvm~iy, every strongly 
s a cDuntably biquotient image of the disjoint union of all 
the commact subs 
ssertion, observe tha 
are strongly k’, and that strongly k’-s 
biquotient images. 
union of all the co 
; it is easy to 
:- 
S. 
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space Y is countab 
we a~cu~~u~ating at y i 
sequence (An) which mes 
choose (A,) so that ,V E 
e omit the ele ronf of the following lemma. 
he folIowing are equivaient: 
s countably bi-sequential, 
f (F,) is a decreasing sequence accumulating at y in Y, there ex- 
ist yrr E Fn such that yn =+ y. 
.%).2 was also observed in [ 411 by Siwiec. He used condition 
(b) to define strong& Frkhet spaces, which therefore coin&e with our 
countabiy b&sequential spaces. 
3 (Siwiec [ 4111;. The following are equivalent: 
{a). Y is countably &sequential. 
(b). Y is the countably b&quotient image of a disjoint union of com- _ 
pact mettizable spaces. 7 
(c). Y is a countably bkquotitlnt image of a 
. (a) + (b). This was proved by Siwiec in 
metrizable space. 
the proof of [41, Theo- 
(6) -+ (a). follows from tk fact that every metrizab 
coun tably bi ential, and that: this property is preserved by countably 
hi-quotient maps. 
me so is YXZ. 
(b) + (a). Let (F,) be a decreasing sequence a~cun~u?~ti~~g at y in 





hen z E F, SO t ere exist Zi E F SUCh that Zi -+ Z, t,e 
to check that (q (A,)) meshes wit ) an 
completes the proof. 
I. mple 10.8 ::hows that ‘“E;r&zhet” ca:nno-ir be weakened to “se 
ropositicln 4. 25, even when Y is a co ausdorff space. 
a Countably bi- 1 uotient images of pracmpact 
is a decreasing sequence accu 
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The analogue of roposition 3. 
same proof) for co tably bi-k-sp 
rfect pre-images ( 
, Lowevsr, have the following analogues of 
. If Y is countably bi-k, and if Z is bi-sequential, then 
.3, there exists a countably biquotient map 
f:X + Y with X a paracompact -spa\:e. Now X and Z are bi-k-spaces, 
and hence so is XX Z by roposition 3.E.4. Thus XXZ is surely count- 
ably K-k. Since fXiz :xXZ + YX.Z is countably biquotient by Proposi- 
tion 4.3, it follows that YX Z is also countably bi-k. This completes the 
proof. 
The iollowing are equivalent: 
(b). Y Xl is singly bi-k (see Section SE). 
‘i’his follows immediately from roposition 4.E.3. 
(b) -+ (aj. This is proved just like (b) + (a) in Proposition 
leave the details to the reader. 
he conclusion of roposit ion 4. .3 becomes false if the hy- 
pothesis is weakened to assume only that Z is a b&k-space; see Solu- 
roblem 2 in t e Introduction. It can, however, be proved 
that, if Y is countably bi-k, if Z is bi-k, and if both spaces are 
then Y Xi? is a k-space. 
na s, the follo~~i~ result is ofte seful : 
perties. 
f non-measurable c 
there ;lre anv other relations betxei .rd these gro- e 
. Cow tab&y b&quo ges of M-spaces 
space Y is cowtab// bi-quasi-k g if, MIenever (F,,) 
is a decreasing sequence accumulating at y n Y, then there is a q-seq;ien- 
cc (An) h Y such that y E ,h, n F, for every n. ( “1 Lemma 1.5, one can 
choose (A,) so that y E A, for alI n.) 
It folPows from Lemma 3. 2 that every biquasi-k-space is countably 
se is false (see Solutions to obIem I). Che 
iem 3.F.3 and Propositio .F A remain va 
ut quasi-perfect pre-images (see Solutions 
is true of Proposition 42.5 (see also Lemma 91). 
itarily quotient iffi f -I (S): 
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The concept defmed by 
open. Clearly every counta 
by Lemma 5.2, hereditarily 
quotient. 
he product of two hereditari 
ily qtx&n~t, or ev 
discrete (separabl 
quotient -- map f:X + Y, w!th X 
such that ,fX iz is not hereditarily +aotient; this can be prov 
adatatation of the proof of 15, Theorem I]. . . 
[3, Chapter III, Definition 3.2). A. space Y -- 
A in Y, then y E A n K for srome compact 
This concept was introdlxed and studie by Arhangel’ski; in [ 31, 
he proved [3, Chapter II, ‘heorem 3.33 the following result: 
.I. Every hereditarily ciuotien 
nversely , every k’-sp 
e of t11e dlisjoint union of a”,1 its camp 
ion 
there exists a I=I W._L.+ 
space Y is a singly i-k-space if, w~~.e~~~~ -- 
such that y E F n A p! for all ~2. j5y 
Lemma 1.5 3 0 t y E A, for all n.) 
reposition 3 .E.4 lare 
t for the parts dealing with produc 
es of -spces 
is a singly bi-quash-k-space if, wfae 
Ii8 EA. Miehd, A quintuple quotient quest 
Quotient maps have been extensively st 
with respect to caGesian products; eve 
maps, one of v;.;hich is; closed and the o 
a quotient map. s a matter of fact, a 
ty that fX iz is a quotient map for every quotie.nt (or even closed) map 
f if and only if Z is locally compact [ 26, Theorem 2. I ] . 
. Quotient images 0,f metrizable, halE7y compact spaces. 
6D. 
uotient images of paracompact, locdy compact spaces. See S&ion 
SE. 
ustielPzt images of se~~arczble metrizable spaces, .4ccording to [ 25, 
Definition 1.13 , a collection P of subsets of a space Y is called a pseudo- 
base 9 it”, whenever C c U with C compact and U open in Y, then 
CGPcl UforsomePE P. 
Observe that every base which is closed under finite unions and con- 
tains the empty set is a pseadobasc. 
. An No-spuce is ZI space with a countable pseudobase. 
It should be remarked that, in [25 * efini tion I.21 , an H, -space is 
also required to be regular: but in this paper we omit that assumption. 
ow the entries in Table 1 dealing with NO-spaces, namely 
he upper part of entry 6C was proved in [ 25, C 
1 f .5], although stated these only for regular spaces, Entry 5 
iately from this and standard results on lFr&zhet spaces (see 
osition 8.1 (a)). he lower part of en 
rther details, see [4 
addin in [ 133 an 
e following are equiv&nt : 
of a metrizable space. 
nt of a &joint unio of compact metrizable spaces 
(we footnote 7). 
uotient irmzges of pamcompact M subset: A of a space 
is called k-closed if A f~ is relatively closed in K for efrery compact 
Kc Y. 
closed. 
ace Y is a k-space if every k-closed subset of Y is 
Several slightly different definitions of k-spaces have appeared in the 
literature (such 3, Chapter II nition 2.i] I9 but they all gree at 
least for Hausdo spaces. In an rary topological space, the above 
definition seem be the most natural choice; for example, it 
the conclusion (see below) that any quotient image of a k-spat 
space. 
Since a conver nt sequence (together with its limit) forms a corn 
set, every sequen 1 space is a k-space. 
(a). Every quotient i,rnage of a lly compact space is a k-spa-:e. 
(b) . very cquo,tient i -space is a k- 
space. 
0 c . very k-space I!’ is a quotient image of the disjoint union of the 
compact subsets of Y,. 
. (,a). Locally compact spaces are k-spaces, ind hence so are their 
s by Proposition 6.E.2. 
Proposition 6.E.2, Wausdorff paracom -spaces are k-spaces, 
and hence so are their quotients. 
et X be the disjoint union of all the compact subs&s of Y, and 
fiX + Y the natural map. The definition of k-space is equivalent o f be- 
ing a cluotient map. 
Example 10.1 I, due to Noble [ 35] , shows that “ ausdorff” cannot 
be weakened to “ roposition 6.E.2 and Theorem 6.E,3. 
. Quo ,.+ient images ojWspaces. Call a subset A of Y qmsi-k-closed if 
A n K is relatively closed in K for every countably compact K C Y. 
efinition I]_ A space Y is a quas -k-space if every 
quasi&-closed subset is closed. 
The following resul can be proved similarly to 
quintuple quotient quest 
] ) shows that 
opsslaion 6.F.2 an 
roposition 3.31, a 
Lemma 3 11. 
e give a simple p 
osi ausdorff (re;;p. regular) pace, and I& JY be 
a compact ( courk.‘sly compazt) subset of coun 
Then every compact C c which is a 6, in ‘* - and thus in 
nItable character in 
Let (IV’,) be a cllvuntable outer base at A? in 1’. Let C = 
where’ each Vn is open in Y. Inductively &EZC open S, in Y 
CcS,c v&=7 and Sri+++ is disjoint from the compact set 
the closed set Y \ S,) for a.11 PI. Then 
s, 5 and &+I 0 KC Kfos alin. ence (S,) is an outer 
by [ 28, Lemma 3.1 (c)]. 
IWify .) 
sense of 
ausdor ace in which every 
(a). In each of rows 2-6 of Table 1, - E; if Y is regular, then also 
- F. 
n each of rows 4-6 of Table 1, A - 
a). For row 2, this follows Immediate1 from Coroll 
-6, it follows from its valid”ly for row 2 and the chara 
Lx us illustrate how this works by showing that, under the h 
the theorem, every b&k-space Y is bb-sequential (i.e., E + D in row 3): 
If Y is z?. b&k-space, then Theorem 3.E.3 implies that Y is a biquotient 
(ausdorff paracompqct -space X in which every point is a 
ce of pointwise 
In row 2, X is first-Counta s bi-sequen- 
(b). The implication 4 + B holds in every row of Table 1. To prove 
onverse for rows 4-6, remember that B 
hat A = D in 
Rem~k. Several instances of Theorem 7.3 have a in the literature: 
pletes the proc~f. 
xample 3.1 of [43 ] shows tha eve result ~3nnot 
termined by txunta&ke subsets i 
nd if C C A far everly coilntabl 
roofs of the followiqg two elementary kmrnas. 
11 sequentia 
are determined by countable x.&sets. 
ariEy separable s
termined by counta le SUbSWS, so is eve 
D C C for some countai3l.e C 
hypothesis that B is clost! 
the proof. 
.5 will be used i 
of bset E of Y, w 
Slf’l (E), considered as a map from f” (E) to E, by f’* 
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